Powerwise battery charger manual

There doesn't seem to be a day that goes by at RMI Golf Carts that we don't receive phone calls
or emails on the topic of battery chargers. Many times folks ask "do you guys sell chargers"?
The answer is of course "yes"! But like we tell everyone that calls, more than likely you don't
need to buy a new charger. Many people are shocked to know that most of the time they can be
repaired. More often than not the issue is with the charger handle. Inside the charger handle
there's a little clip. These clips wear and get pushed out of place. Pull the clip back out, so that
it is grounded to the post. With power supply plugged in, lift up on the cord rotate it different
directions to see if the charger comes on. Unplug the charger. Use the voltmeter and ground it
to the screw next to the fuse, and press the other end to the opposite side of the fuss. If you
have a bad fuse, here is the part number for the E-Z-Go Powerwise charger: replacement 50 amp
fuse part number is G Ground the heatsink board. With the other wand, touch each diode
separately. If any of the diodes beep or buzz, then all of the diodes need to be replaced. The part
number for the Powerwise replacement diodes is G1. The replacement part number for the
Powerwise charger motherboard is G Use your voltmeter to test the positive end of the charger
handle. Press the other end to the negative line coming in near the fuse. This is just one last
check to be sure, since often the handle of the E-Z-Go Powerwise Charger is where people tend
to have issues. Did you check the charger cord? Did you check the fuse on the Powerwise
charger? If you have a bad fuse, here is the part number for the E-Z-Go Powerwise charger:
replacement 50 amp fuse part number is G01 Did you check the diodes on the charger? Did you
take a look at the motherboard of the Powerwise charger? Did you check for current continuity
along the charger handle and cord? Diode Stud Type - Powerwise 50 Amp Fuse. Show
Description. This replaces BOTH the control and power input boards. Watch this video on
YouTube. But before we do that we have to troubleshoot prior to installing our part.. Video taken
from the channel: PerformancePlusCarts. Barry goes over the most common maintenance
repairs on the 48 Volt and 36 Volt DPI golf cart battery chargers.. Fix an Ezgo Golf Cart Charger.
I know it isnt the prettiest video ever but it will give you an overview of common problems with
Ezgo Powerwise Charger. Video taken from the channel: ValleyCarts. Mike goes step by step
how to test, diagnose, and repair the charger. Video taken from the channel: Matt Rogers.
Damaged Relay. Replace electronic board. Repairing your charger will save you from having to
buy a new charger.. Replaces both the control and power input boards.. You may need to
replace your 50 amp fuse as well as the diodes in your charger. These typically go bad when
you have a faulty control board.. They have everything you need. Hope this helps.. Video taken
from the channel: John C RV. Barry shows you how to diagnose a Powerwise golf cart charger
board as well as other key parts of your golf cart charger. He shows you how to test the board,
relay, ammeter, fuse, and diodes in your golf cart charger. This is the standard charger for 36
volt EZGO golf carts. We sell all the parts needed to repair your golf cart charger. Please give us
a call so we can help you discuss all the proper steps needed to diagnose your battery charger.
RMI Golf. Unplug the charger. Use the voltmeter and ground it to the screw next to the fuse, and
press the other end to the opposite side of the fuss. If you have a bad fuse, here is the part
number for the E-Z-Go Powerwise charger: replacement 50 amp fuse part number is G This is
normally caused by a reverse polarity connection between the charger DC output plug and the
battery receptacle. Check the battery pack and battery receptacle to be sure they are wired in
the correct polarity. If possible, check the voltage and polarity at the battery posts with a DC
voltmeter. If this is the 36 volt model, the plug on cart has to have at least 30 volts or the
charger will fault out. If that is the case check for a bad battery by testing each voltage. Also
make sure the water levels are correct. If that does not solve the problem the charger may have
issues and need to be serviced. Make sure you check each battery terminal for corrosion; any
buildup will impede the flow of electricity, and could likewise cause problems. GRN to. AC Cord.
This is usually caused by corrosion or bad connections in the charge plug handle. Open it up
and inspect the connections. If you see a darkening of the terminals or corrosion, replace the
contacts and tighten up the screws Make sure you do not loose the magnet when you open the
handle. I received charger very promptly and it looks to be in good condition. I charged cart
batteries with it and did notice it got hot. It appeared to be charging ok. Green light was
blinking. Troubleshooting Guide 4 B individually check the continuity of the DC output cord,
ammeter, diodes, and all connections. Plug the charger into a DC power source. You should
hear a clicking sound if the charger is working appropriately. Plug the AC input into a known
good plug. Install a parasitic-draw adapter Fig. Upon completion of the charging process, the
MCU then issues a stop-charging command to the charger. Never disconnect any charging unit
circuit or battery circuit cable from battery when the charging unit is operated. Failure to turn off
the battery charger before removing the charger leads can produce an arc at the battery
terminals. If an automotive battery charger delivers too much current for your batteries, you
might need to use a hobby-type charger that it compatible with multiple types of batteries. Your

email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. I have a 36 volt Powerwise about 4 yrs old that has historically registered
halfway up the ammeter about 15 amps when first connected to low batteries but somewhat
recently only goes up to about 10 amps resulting in the charger cutting off I presume early
resulting in a less than full charge. Would this be the charger board? My charger is not fully
charging my batteries in my cart. When my batteries are dead I plug in my charger and it shuts
down in about an hour or two. It should take maybe six plus hours to fully charge the batteries.
The meter shows it is charging but shutting down in a hour or so. What could my problem be? I
changed the board, but the charger still did not charge. When i do the heat sink diode test my
multi meter does not beep but gives a reading of on each one, is that normal? Thank you. Why
is this happening? Thank you for any help. Charger only runs 30 minutes and shuts off on both
my golf cartsâ€¦.. Whats the problem? I watched this video charger is good. When I plug the
charger in it will run for about 45 mins. Thanks James. SO, what does the clip in the charger
plug he calls it a handle suppose to look like? Does it curve out, does the end point outward,
etc, etc? I see the clip. It is not touching the post. It is bent into a rounded shape. I do not know
if it is suppose to be flat and touching, if it is suppose to be rounded and spring back and forth,
or what. My Yamaha electric cart battery charger problem. When I connect the charger to the
power outlet and without connecting it the golf cart, the three lights blink for a second every 7
seconds. When I connect the battery charger to the golf cart it keeps doing the same. It is the
very best I have seen. I can then smell sulfuric like gases so I assume it is overcharging. Any
idea how to fix? Or where to get a lower cost plain jane amp meter type that auto shuts off when
72v lead acid pack is charged? Any ideas for diagnosing a charger that wont kick off whenever
the cart is fully charged? Also the charger will hum when plugged only into the wall. But, did it
shut off because the timer ran to zero or the relay shut it off because it was fully charged? Was
told I had a bad capacitor and motherboard. Only gripe I have is the end as your plugging all the
wires back in.. I found myself waiting for the perfect time to pause to check my connections.
Thanks for your help!!! My ammeter on this charger shows no amps flowing but the charging
light illuminates but lately the green charged light never comes on even after a full day of
charging. Used to work fine. Only thing on the cart is one of the charging posts looks slightly
worn but not bad. Batteries are like 9 months old. Any help? Top handle screw does not have to
come out. Use the handle to lift the cover off. Just my two cents. Thanks for the video! What is
the small red wire lead from the charger board to the resistance cooling wall? Why is it plugged
in to the resistance cooling wall? Does it need to make contact with the resistance cooling wall
for the charger to maintain working condition? I followed the test procedure up until the diode
segment. Still get continuity with the new diodes. Am I doing something wrong? I unplugged
new charger from cart after green light come on indication a complete charge. About ten hours
latter I felt of the charger and it was still hot. Do I need to unplug the charger from the AC
source ever time I charge my cart? Is this normal? Never had this issue with my old charger.
Nice video. But I need help. I believe I have miss arranged up my D. Can someone tell me what
the black, green and white wires coming in hook up with? Also which one of these wires hocks
up with the thin red one coming from the new board. Its been a summer headache for me. My
plug is only two prong not three so tested from the green ground with the screw and no sound.
Is this the correct method to test the ground without having that third ground prong. Your video
are very clear and precise! I have learned a lot and are very understandable. I was looking for a
Fluke meter that had a load tone when checking continuity and I could hear the tone on your
multimeter. Keep up the great work. I was surprised on the great prices of your charger control
boards. Thanks, Ted M. I bypassed the board and found it to be the problem but put a new
board on and it still does not work. I bypass it again and charger works and golf cart response.
What else do I need to look at?? Hi, Matt, do not know if you still see the commentsâ€¦ any way I
was recently in need of this video. I was follow the comments. I have a Gold Std Prec Elec 2 plus
2. The batteries are not holding a charge, Club Cart service recommended upgrading on-board
computer to version 5. Is this the most up to date version, I have 4, 12 volt batteries. Will this
solve my problem? My charger is not fully charging by dead batteries. It should take plus hours
to full charge the batteries. When plugged in the meter shows charging but in an hour or two it
shuts down. Hey I like all your info. You u give out keep it up. If I just the 2 wires on the control
board mine sound like a loud hum not seeing the meter on the front move is that normal. Mike,
not always the case. I ran the tests you described and found my board was bad by your
directions. Replaced it and the charger did not work. Took a shot in the dark and replaced the
capacitor after the board and it works fine. Thanks for the video. I found this video helpful and it
lead me to a broken wire right at the relay. This is a great how to video. These type of chargers
are really simple and reliable in my opinion. There is no simple fix for that one. Can I use one of
these older style chargers in the place of this fancy, expensive to maintain one? When I did my

testing I went right to the relay and determined there was no power on the output side. I then
asked myself if the DC plug needed to see a load for the relay to engage but your video
answered that question for me. I will try jumping tomorrow then buy a replacement relay and
swap them out. Tested the diodes to heat sink, measure 0 ohms full continuity on both diodes,
with test leads in either orientation. Fuse was also blown. Any thoughts? All power cables
continuity is good. How many volts at the main terminals should my multimeter read while the
charger is plugged in to the cart? My club car 48 volt positive cable is getting super hot and has
melted the battery post. What can be happening? Thank you!!!!! I brought my charger in next to
the computer and went through each step with you!! I built a bypass wire as you suggested and
got my cart charging now, and a new control board ordered!! I have the older version so I guess
I will have one board now instead of two. Anywayâ€¦â€¦Thank you again, you were a great help!
Excellent video!! I tested the fuse and the diodes and they are bad. Bit when i tested ths relay
with the screwdriver i heard a buzz. Does that mean that the board is bad? Or do i have to
replace the fuse and diodes first to test the relay? Any known problems with this and how to fix
it or maybe a diagram? I have narrowed it down to the relay being bad. If I do bypass the relay
and charge the cart this way temporarily will the meter on the charger show any amps on the
ammeter as it would if it were connected through the relay? Wondering if I should add two more
lovy. Very helpful video. So if the diodes are bad it doesnt charge? My circuit board is bad
because if i tap both with a screwdriver it starts humming.. But if i touch the diode to the plate it
reads a number, my multimeter doesnt have the beep sound so im am using the ohms to check
continuity. Thank You. What about the capacitor? My capacitor blew out on both sides and a lot
of goo ran out. Did the capacitor go bad on its own or could something else have caused it to
blow? Im guessing 2. Very cool stuff! These guys do it all! That dude can shred guitar!! When I
plug in my charger to my outlet it doesnt come on at all its not hooked to the golf cart just to my
outside wall out let can you explain why? A capacitor is an open circuit. Without disconnecting
it, you are measuring the resistance of one of the transformer windings. A lightning strike is
about the only thing that will take one out so in most cases, as you said, the capacitor is rarely a
problem. You will need a capacitor tester or a big series resistor and know something about
time constants otherwise. Good video, Thanks. I did all the steps and my charger is good,
batteries new. I put a new charger connection on the cart, it came with having a plastic insulator
cover on each connection, my old one only had the insulator on the right side. Can you tell me
which one is correct? I have a Ezgo battery operated cart. First off if the batteries 3. If the
batteries are bad I have seen these chemicals that are supposed to bring the batteries back to
life. Will they? With out using the powerwise charger do i need to disconnect the batteries to
charge with a standard 6 volt charger? I will recommend this to all people whom need reclaim
any kind of old and death battery. A great project! Have changed circuit board, 2 diodes,
checked continuity all the way through. All is well. When plugged into cart nothing happens. I
have a 48 volt Thunderbull charger. When plugged in it runs approx, 2 min. My charger pushes
Is it safe to leave the car this way or do I have to replace the OBC? My powerwise 2 golf cart
charger has started buzzing. It still charges correctly. The cords are not hot, they are normally
warm. What can I do to fix it and stop the buzzing? Great video. Mike, does the black wire that
connects to the red wire from the DC charging cord connect to the green ground? It was loose
when I opened it up. The end of the wire has solder on it. My charger was struck by lighting. The
fuse is blown. Anything else in particular to look for? Thanks for the video and for your
response to come. First, thank you for the video. Very helpful. Question I have: Was not seeing
continuity from the ground bar in the charge plug to the screw connection in the charger, but
was able to see continuity between the grounding bar to the red wire you unplugged. Should I
move forward or is that an issue? One other thing: I think my capacitor was showing slightly
more than 1. Thanks in advance. Better yet invest in a meter with a diode test scale and look for
a reading of. If the multimeter beeps when i touch the heat sink board is the charger still able to
charge? The charger humms whenever i bypass the relay, so i know the control board is bad..
No lights at all. The power cord to the charger is good. How do I troubleshoot the components
inside the charger to see whats bad? Thank you for posting this most helpful video. I have a
used Power Wise charger model G04 with the single circuit board. I have tested it per this video
and it needs a new board. The red ground clip wire from the DC plug has been cut off after the
cord enters the charger. Where does this wire connect? The charger in the beginning of the
video is not the same one you changed the board in. I have the same board as the charger in the
beginning of the video. Why did you change chargers? I checked 2 what looked like slo-blow
fuses, they seemed ok no v either side of either one. Very perplexed, no lights at all ever; with
ac plugged in, not even one led lights up? I have the same 36v Charger as in this video. Now
when I plug it in I can hear the unit buzz, but the meter and lights do nothingâ€¦. Any ideas? At
of the video, you disconnected two wires. Where does the wire in your right hand attach to?

Also, is there a way to remove the board in front and if you do, where do you connect the wire? I
replaced my board, fuse, and diodes and my charger still wont charge, i can jump the relay on
the board and it will charge. Any suggestions? My charger is a ezgo textron charger and when i
plug it in it cuts on and off repeadtly it dosnt stay charging at all and my batteries need to be
charged. First thing first, They are not resistors they are diodesâ€¦ Anyways, interesting video!!!
I hope you ordered a capacitor as well. It looks like crap. I like your style. You got a new
subscriber. OK, I ordered a circuit board. I currently have an old one with two boards. Can I get
rid of the other board now? I see you plug the little red wire from the new board to spot on the
wall. Where do I plug the little black wire coming off the board to? I have a rxv ezgo. It will not
fully charge. The green light on the charger, that is normally solid green when fully charged, will
be off, not lit at all. You can unplug the charger from the cart, re plug it and it starts charging
again. Any suggestions. This is good from most problematic to least! Plug or Cable 2. Fuse 3.
Diodes 4. Board 5. Capacitor I have seen this a lot actually 6. You missed this one! Use a high
start battery charger on 2 of the batteries in series to trick the charger to come on! What about
the chargers that replaced that model. One little black ones with the cooling fins around the
charger does these same things apply to it. Would love to see a video on that style charger
thanks man. When I push the reset button it makes a loud buzzing noise and kicks off. Any idea
what needs replaced? Mike, my charger passes all the tests except the board test. When I touch
the posts on the board with a screw driver; it only sparks. The charger does not come on.
Thanks for the excellent video! We were able to troubleshoot and narrow it down to an
extension cord that could not handle the load. Thank you so much for your awesome video! I
replaced the diodes and the circuit board and it seems to be working!! I noticed a resistor ohm, I
think near the top of the board that looks brownish on the bottom. Or is it might be some kind of
glue?? It reads much higher than ohms. Should I replace it? Thanks so much!! Barry, I have a
Yamaha G29 Gas golf cart that has gone thru 3 batteries in the last 1. What should I do? Barry I
have Yamaha 48 Volt cart with new batteries but my charger cuts off before a full charge. Model
JRI-H can you help? Hey DIY Guysâ€¦. Your Control Boards are out of stock! Your video lessons
must be working. Keep up the good work. Great video! Helped me diagnose my charger.. I
bought it this way at a auction.. Should i replace the 2 8 volt batteries? Thanks for posting. You
dont have to remove the handle screws but I only realized that after I did so. When I touched
both terminals on the relay together it sparked like it shorted out or something. I assuming a
bad transformer? When I plug in my charger on my golf cart it makes the humming noise but It
wont charge it. I did the test on the board and when I did the bridge on the two black wires it
started charging but on the capacitor you said to get about 1. Could it be possible the capacitor
is bad? Bought a new charger board, that did not fix it. I checked the continuity on every wire
except the inhibit wire on the DC plug. Somehow slipped out of place. Working fine!!! Thanks
for your help. I replaced the board, diodes and fuse. I am getting continuity through the diodes
to the aluminum panel even after replacing both of them. Any ideas would be most helpful..
However my cart charges with the male jumper I have made. It is possible I have gotten two bad
boards? Hello,a client brought in a ez-go powerwise QE charger, but I have no idea where to
start, he says isnt working, it gets plugged into the cart and wont come on. Should I follow same
directions as this video? My charger will work if I jump the two black wires but it will not work
with the new board. All about science and technology. Click on "Watch later" to put videos here.
Hardware How you can Trobleshoot and fix a Powerwise Charger Expert Mark. Table of
Contents:. Show Description Barry shows you how to diagnose a Powerwise golf cart charger
board as well as other key parts of your golf cart charger. You may also like. Hardware How you
can Update a Garmin Nuvi Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Thanks Dale.
Thanks, Dale. Latest publications. Network Computer Processor Problems. Random post.
Network How to modify your Wi-Fi Password. Hearst Books, Always ensure the proper polarity
when connecting the dead and good batteries together. Bronzino, Donald R. Peterson CRC
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Short circuit the armature terminals of the alternator with no field excitation. Learn about wiring
and troubleshooting 1-Wire networks with informative documents from PowerWise. See how the
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sors and meters for airflow, tank levels, CO2, relative humidity, air quality, temperature, current,
and more. Download inSense specifications and related wiring diagrams. These sensors offer
the ability to monitor temperature, relative humidity, air quality, and CO2. View the specification,
installation guides, and related documents for RainWise weather station equipment. PowerWise

has been selling these technologies since Let us know about your project. Share information
about the electrical system or building to be monitored. PowerWise offers two different
monitoring technologies: SiteSage and inView. Interested in energy management systems?
Contact PowerWise. About PowerWise PowerWise is a proven innovator of monitoring and
control technology. Recent Web Updates. Energy Efficiency Technology and Reports. Easily
measure electricity by building or mechanical system. SiteSage Product Configurations. There
are two primary versions of SiteSage: residential andâ€¦. Back to top Questions?

